THE HOLY GRAIL OF GOLF
Less than 2 percent of golfers will have a hole in one in their lifetime.
SCHIEDAM, NETHERLANDS: A hole in one is the holy
grail for many purists. It’s a once in a lifetime cause for celebration and sense of accomplishment.
As you step on the tee box, carefully consider flag position, wind direction, and the demands of the shot in hand;
even the best of amateurs face daunting odds of 12,500:1
making an ace.
In a somewhat ironic twist, it’s become tradition for
a player lucky enough to card a hole in one to be on the
hook for cocktails—a proposition that can prove expensive. In other sports, it’s usually others spoiling the victor, not the other way around!

CELEBRATING THE ACCOMPLISHMENT
“I can’t think of a better spirit than NOLET’S Silver Gin
as a main ingredient in a specialty drink to celebrate a
hole in one,” expressed Carl Nolet Jr., 11th generation
family member of the Nolet Family Distillery.
NOLET’S Silver features a unique combination of
botanicals never before used in a gin. This floral and
fruit-forward gin offers fresh notes of rose, peach, and
raspberry. “Our gin continues to make inroads in golf. It
has been rated 98 points and named ‘No. 1 World’s Best
Gin’ for the fourth consecutive year by Cigar & Spirits
Magazine,” said Nolet. ■

BOCA RATON RESORT & CLUB
wasn’t always its signature
color. In the 1930s, owner
Clarence Geist painted the
resort pink (his wife’s favorite
color). From then on, the
resort earned the moniker,
The Pink Place. Celebrate
your ace with the resort’s
“Best Gin Drink Ever.”
Combine: NOLET’S Silver Gin,
Lillet, Combier Orange Liqueur,
lemon juice and absinthe wash.
Serve in a martini glass.

BONITA BAY CLUB is Southwest Florida’s largest private golf club with five courses designed by Tom Fazio and Arthur Hills. Its brand new Sports Center
features something unusual: a geothermal saltwater resort pool. With eight dedicated food/beverage venues, members have multiple opportunities to revel
their hole in one accomplishment with a “Bonita Bay Sweet Heat.” Combine: 1.5 ounces of NOLET’S Silver Gin, 2 ounces of sour mix,
½ ounce simple syrup, 3 blackberries, 2 jalapeno rings (no seeds), muddle well. Shake with ice and pour.
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